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Introduction
To date 187 local governments have signed the BC Climate Action Charter (Charter)
committing to the goal of being carbon neutral in their corporate operations. The
significant uptake of this voluntary Charter demonstrates the leadership role that local
governments in BC are willing to take on.
Under the Climate Action Charter, the joint Provincial Government - UBCM Green
Communities Committee (GCC) was created to support local governments in planning
and implementing climate change initiatives. A Carbon Neutral Working Group (the
working group) was convened to advise the GCC in carrying out this mandate with
respect to corporate carbon neutrality.
The GCC and the working group collaborated to produce the first version of this
workbook intended to support local governments in achieving the first commitment under
the BC Climate Action Charter: working towards carbon neutrality in their corporate
operations. The working group, with the support of the GCC, developed a BC local
government-specific draft definition of carbon neutral corporate operations.
This workbook will help you understand corporate carbon neutrality, provide you with
guidance and clarify the data collection process.
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The Workbook v.3
The first version of this workbook was released at the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities annual convention in September 2009. The intention at the time was to
present the Traditional Services that would fall within the scope of carbon neutrality and
seek feedback on the boundaries and descriptions. Based on the feedback we received
the workbook has undergone revisions which should help clarify and streamline the
process of measuring, reducing, offsetting /balancing and reporting on carbon neutral
status.
Workbook v.3 continues to be a living document in that it is draft and subject to future
amendments. We look forward to the comments and questions which local governments
submit and further refinement of this guidance document.
Throughout this document minor changes and updates have been made. However, the
majority of the amendments are located in the descriptions of the Traditional Services
near the end of the document. There you will find answers to commonly asked questions
and clarifications around scope.

What is carbon neutrality?
Achieving carbon neutrality refers to reducing a local government’s greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions as much as possible and balancing the remaining emissions through the
purchase of qualified offsets or GHG reduction projects.
There are four key steps to carbon neutrality:
• Measure,
• Reduce,
• Offset; and
• Report.
Typically, the first step is to measure corporate emissions. This step will help local
governments understand the source of their corporate emissions and allow them to
develop meaningful reduction strategies. Measuring corporate emissions is a multi-step
process which includes: understanding what needs to be measured, identifying the
sources of emissions that need to be counted, and collecting data on energy and fuel
consumption. This energy and fuel consumption data is then entered into a measurement
system that converts it into GHG emissions, providing the local government with a
measure of its total corporate GHG emissions.

The Clean Government Reporting Tool (CGRT), is a GHG emissions inventory and
reporting tool which provides a standardized approach to calculating and reporting an
Note: As of July 2019, the Province is transitioning local government SMARTTool
users to the CGRT. This process should be complete by March 2020.
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organization’s corporate GHG emissions. For more information, please contact:
Carbon.Neutral@gov.bc.ca
The next step is to take action to reduce emissions by developing strategies to improve
energy efficiency and reduce fuel consumption. For practical tips, advice and best
practices on how to reduce corporate GHG emissions visit the BC Climate Action Toolkit
Website at: www.toolkit.bc.ca. It is important to remember that reduction activities not
only reduce emissions but also save money. It is beneficial for local governments to
implement new reduction strategies and activities on an ongoing basis in order to ensure
that they are maximizing their emission reductions and the related cost savings.
Even after reducing fuel/energy consumption, a local government is still likely to produce
some GHG emissions and could take the third step to offset the remaining corporate
emissions to become carbon neutral. In order to achieve carbon neutrality, the local
government must balance their emissions with either purchased offsets or through GHG
reduction projects. Once the corporate emissions are balanced with offsets or GHG
reductions a local government has achieved carbon neutrality. The GCC has developed a
framework to help define and guide local government offset investments and GHG
emissions reduction projects.
The fourth step to achieving carbon neutrality is to report on the GHG emissions
produced, offsets purchased or GHG reduction projects undertaken in order to
demonstrate a local government has achieved carbon neutrality. Every effort has been
made to ensure that reporting requirements are streamlined and harmonized with existing
local government reporting requirements to minimize the administrative burden.

Why does carbon neutrality matter?
In order to build resilience, and protect themselves from escalating energy costs, local
governments can anticipate and mitigate climate change by reducing their reliance on
fossil-fuel based energy resources.

What emissions will be measured and how?
There are six distinct greenhouse gases (GHGs) covered by the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC): carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). References to GHG emissions are referring to the release of
these gases into the atmosphere.
Currently, the simplest way to measure GHG emissions is to track energy consumption
data and then convert the energy data into emissions. Local governments will not be
expected to track each type of gas or do any complex conversions.
The new Clean Government Reporting Tool (CGRT) offers local governments a number
of emissions measurement benefits including: a consistent and cost-effective approach,
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training and ongoing support, flexibility, reporting functionality, data processing, quality
assurance and control. For more information please contact: Carbon.Neutral@gov.bc.ca.

Stay engaged on climate action
Reducing corporate emissions will save money. Some investments will save money
immediately others may have a longer payback period. For example, investments in
energy retrofits for buildings may have significant upfront costs and it may take several
years before the money saved from reduced energy costs equals the amount which was
initially invested However, after the payback period the building’s efficiency will mean
continued lower energy costs for a local government. Alternatively, there are investments
which have a much shorter payback period such as retrofitting traffic and street lighting
with more efficient lighting technology.
Local governments are directly or indirectly paying for energy used in the delivery of
services in their communities. Consequently, reducing energy consumption will have a
direct benefit to the bottom line because if you consume less you will pay less.
Getting started on capturing energy consumption data will help you understand where the
best emission reduction opportunities are. In turn, this will help you reduce costs sooner.
Taking on the management of your
own emissions can be a powerful
catalyst in inspiring GHG emissions
reductions within your community.
Taking a leadership role in corporate
reductions and communicating your
success can spark interest in the
local government work being done
to reduce community-wide
emissions. It can also focus the
attention of community members on
how they can reduce their own
emissions.

Exercising Leadership, Strengthening
Performance
Taking action to reduce emissions in local
government operations is an opportunity to
improve efficiency, reduce energy costs, and
strengthen overall performance and service
delivery. A government’s own operations are a
small component of a community’s total
emissions; however, local government leadership
plays a pivotal role in building knowledge that
leads to much deeper emission reductions.

What criteria did the working group use to develop the definition of
corporate operations?
In developing the draft definition, the working group considered the following points:
•
•
•

Equity between local governments based on the services offered;
Credibility of the system when compared with internationally recognized
protocols; and
Capacity and ease of administration.
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Looking for your feedback
If you decide to begin tracking your emissions now, your experience can provide
valuable information. The GCC would like to know what tools and resources local
governments feel are needed, or would assist, in fulfilling their carbon neutral
commitments. The GCC is looking for feedback as it continues to refine the definition of
carbon neutrality. You can send your comments to: PLUM@gov.bc.ca

Corporate operations based on a “Traditional Services”
model
The Carbon Neutral Working Group felt that equity amongst all local governments was
best served by defining carbon neutrality in relation to those services that are most
commonly provided by the majority of local governments. The working group referred to
these common services as “traditional services”. By focusing the definition of corporate
operations on a traditional services model it
ensures that the vast majority of local
Traditional Services:
governments are counting and offsetting the
▪ Administration and Governance
same emissions. Different carbon accounting
systems measure carbon emissions based on
▪ Drinking, Storm and Waste
different principles. A fundamental principle
Water
for the traditional services model is equity. As
a result, the traditional service definition
▪ Solid Waste Collection,
focuses less on who delivers the service and
Transportation and Diversion
more on what service is delivered.
▪ Roads and Traffic Operations
See Service Area Descriptions and FAQs for
▪ Arts, Recreation and Cultural
descriptions and examples of the energyServices
consuming infrastructure and/or activities that
▪ Fire Protection
are included in each of the six traditional
service areas.

What traditional services emissions are included?
Within the traditional service sectors not all emissions will be captured. Any emissions
related to the operation and maintenance of traditional services are included. Emissions
related to new construction, business travel, employee commuting, and materials (indirect
emissions) are not included.

Guidance in relation to subsidiaries: default approach
The emissions related to a traditional service operated by many subsidiary organizations
of a local government are also included. For these purposes, a subsidiary organization is
an organization that, under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, is included in the
local government’s financial statements, through full or proportional consolidation or
through consolidation on a modified equity basis. A local government’s financial
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statements will typically identify these subsidiary organizations, and the basis of
consolidation for each.
Emissions for traditional services operated by subsidiary organizations that are fully
consolidated or that are consolidated on a modified equity basis are included in the local
government’s carbon neutral operations.
For those organizations that are included in the financial statements on a proportional
consolidation basis, the local government would include a proportionate share of the
emissions related to a traditional service operated by the organization, using the same
proportion for emissions as are used for financial statement purposes.
Calculating emissions for proportionately consolidated organizations: default
approach
A Recreation Centre is jointly owned by three local governments: Red, Blue and
Purple. The Recreation Centre is included in each of their financial statements. As a
proportionately consolidated organization the ownership is divided so that 10%
shows on the financial statement of local government Red, 40% on local government
Blue, and 50% on local government Purple.
As a result, local government Red is responsible for 10% of the emissions, local
government Blue is responsible for 40% of the emissions, and local government
Purple is responsible for 50% of the emissions. The local governments are
proportionately responsible for the ownership of the organization and its emissions.

Guidance in relation to subsidiaries: alternative approach
Local governments may choose to follow the default approach for reporting GHG
emissions from subsidiary organizations as outlined above. Alternatively, local
governments may create their own agreement on how they will share the emissions
related to the subsidiary organization. However, the agreement must be unanimous
amongst the participating local governments and must result in 100 percent of the GHG
emissions being reported.

How do we begin tracking emissions?
•

Understand what the Traditional Service Areas are and what services your local
government provides;

•

Gather information from your energy providers and assess which energy accounts
(for example BC Hydro, Fortis, Pacific Northern Gas accounts) are providing energy
to a traditional service area;

•

Identify which subsidiary organizations provide traditional services and request
energy consumption data from these organizations on the amount of energy used to
provide the service;
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•

Identify which emissions from contracts providing traditional services are included
and request energy consumption data from these service providers (for example the
gas consumption of vehicles used to collect solid waste); and;

•

As you negotiate new contracts or enter into renewal discussions on existing
contracts, consider including clauses in the contract with respect to emission
reductions and provision of consumption data by the contractor.

Guidance in relation to contracted services
Some emissions for services operated on behalf of local governments by contractors will
be included in the corporate emissions profile. This will apply to new contracts or upon
contract renewal. The types of contracts which would be included would be those which
have reasonably identifiable energy consumption associated with the delivery of a
traditional service. For example, emissions from road maintenance contracts would be
included but emissions related to consultant services such as planning would not.
The intention is to capture emissions
Contracted Emission Guidance Document
from sources directly related to the
For more information about contracted
traditional service being provided by
emissions, please refer to this document,
the contractor. If a local government
“Guidance on Including Contracted
has a snow removal contract the
Emissions in Local Government Corporate
emissions from the vehicles clearing
Inventories.”
snow would be captured, but the
emissions related to the contractor’s
corporate office building would not. Similarly, if a partner organization were operating a
recreation centre on behalf of a local government the emissions from the recreation centre
would be captured, but the corporate offices of the partner organization, and any vehicles
used to travel to and from the corporate office to the recreation centre, would not be
included.

Data collection
This workbook is formatted to allow you to think about each of the traditional services
individually; however, it is not necessary to collect data for each service sector
separately. Each local government receives information from its energy providers.
However, what is included within a single energy account may differ. For example, one
local government may have a single hydro account for its primary administration building
and another local government may have several hydro accounts for a similar building.
What is important is not how the information is made available but if the energy or fuel
used is part of a traditional service.
The workbook includes descriptions and examples of the six traditional service sectors
for the purpose of explaining the kinds of infrastructure or activities that would be
included in each of the services. See Service Area Descriptions and FAQs.
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What if one energy account provides energy to more than one service?
This may be the case for smaller communities in particular. For example, a local
government may have the administration and recreation staff located in one
building. If the building has one BC Hydro account for the provision of heat and
light for the building, then only count the emissions once. A local government may
decide to proportionately divide the account for internal purposes, but for the
purposes of the Carbon Neutral commitment the information only needs to be
reported once.
To get started, begin by gathering all of your energy and fuel data. Next, identify what
consumption is related to the delivery of traditional services. Some local governments
may find that calculating or excluding small “non-traditional” energy consumption is not
worth the time required. If that is the case it may be easier, and more cost-effective, to
capture all consumption information.
Eventually, in order to ascertain what your local governments’ emissions are, the energy
consumption data that you collect will need to be converted into GHG emissions. Local
governments are not required to do any calculations or conversion of energy consumption
themselves as this can be done by a data collection tool. The CGRT, see page 4, is
available to local governments. As a data collection tool, it converts energy consumption
into GHG emissions which are commonly reported as carbon dioxide equivalents or
CO2e. The calculated CO2e value of the emissions produced by a local government is
what is often referred to as a “carbon footprint”.
Although local governments will not need to do any calculations or conversions of
energy consumption into CO2e, some local governments may find that the process of
collecting energy data will be followed closely with a desire to know the actual amount
of GHG emissions produced as a result of energy use. Understanding the sources of
emissions is an important part of identifying and planning where to reduce emissions.
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Quick Scope Guide
IN SCOPE: Counts as part of

OUT OF SCOPE: Does not count as

corporate footprint

part of corporate footprint

Traditional Services (see page 7)

Airports

Contracts for Traditional Services

Court Houses

Fuel used for Vehicles, Machinery and
Equipment used in a Traditional Service

Buildings owned by the Province or the
Public sector organizations (covered by
Carbon Neutral legislation)

Energy used in buildings in which a
Traditional Service is housed (building
ownership does not matter)

Landfills and buildings and equipment
located at the landfill for the purposes of
operating the landfill or processing waste

Fleet vehicles

Janitorial services

Staff vehicles which are used for the
delivery of a Traditional Service

Buildings and/or equipment owned by a
local government but used for a purpose
which is not considered a Traditional
Service

Tourism Centres

Staff Commuting

Maintenance

Staff Travel, Construction, Materials
(indirect emissions), Processing of waste,
recyclables or organics, Pick up of
packaging and printed paper
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Service Area Descriptions and FAQs
This section of the workbook describes the energy-consuming infrastructure and/or
activities that are included in each of the six traditional service areas and provides
answers to related frequently asked questions. The six traditional service areas are:
•

Administration and Governance

•

Drinking, Storm and Waste Water

•

Solid Waste Collection, Transportation and Diversion

•

Roads and Traffic Operations

•

Arts, Recreation, Parks and Cultural Services

•

Fire Protection
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Service Area – Administration and Governance
This service category includes the local government buildings used for administration,
governance, planning and economic development, as well as activities associated with the
provision of these services. For example, the energy used to execute a regulatory
responsibility, such as travel required to conduct building inspections, would be included.
Buildings and Other Structures
In this category it is necessary to capture energy consumption data from the buildings
where administration, planning, governance and economic development staff are housed.
Vehicles, Equipment and Machinery
The vehicles included in this category include those used by parking commissionaires,
building inspectors and other vehicles used by administration staff, and any vehicles used
by staff working for subsidiary organizations. For most local governments the vehicles in
this category are most likely small municipal vehicles such as cars and small trucks.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q Is a tourism centre considered part of “economic development”?
A Yes, a tourism centre is considered part of economic development and therefore is
within the traditional services boundaries and must be counted.

Q Energy used to execute a regulatory responsibility is included. What does this
mean?
A Fuel consumed by a vehicle used to execute a regulatory responsibility such as
bylaw enforcement would be considered in scope and that fuel would be counted.

Q If staff are using their own cars instead of a fleet vehicle, do I need to count their
fuel consumption?
A Yes, in essence the staff person is contracting the use of their car to the local
government. If fuel consumption is not readily available it is possible to collect
information on the type of vehicle (e.g. mid-sized car), fuel type and kilometres
travelled. This information is likely already captured when staff submit expense
forms for vehicle use. Note that “travel” is excluded.

Q How do I know how much fuel each vehicle uses?
A There are two ways in which to capture vehicle related emissions. The first is to
report on the type of vehicle and the kilometres travelled in a year. With this
information an estimation of the GHG emissions related to the vehicle can be
made. The other option is to report on fuel use. This data may not be recorded on
a per vehicle basis but by a gas card which is attributed to a particular work group.
The data does not need to be presented on a per vehicle basis.
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Q Who is responsible for the emissions of Regional District staff who do work on
behalf of Municipalities?
A Regional Districts are responsible for the emissions related to housing and
transporting their staff even if those staff are doing work on behalf of a
Municipality.

Q If we hire consultants to work on our Official Community Plan or Regional
Growth Strategy, do we count the emissions associated with their travel to our
offices or to various municipalities?
A Emissions related to travel are considered outside the corporate boundaries.
Additionally, for short travel between local governments for the purposes of
meetings and consultation those emissions are also considered out of scope
because fuel consumption is not a significant part of the service delivery.

Q What do we do if we do not have building energy consumption data?
A If energy consumption data is not readily available, it is possible to use the square
footage of the building and the primary use (e.g. offices) to estimate consumption.

Q What if we lease out part of a building, or multiple buildings, to another entity?
A If the service being provided is not a traditional service, then you do not need to
report it. For example, some local governments own buildings which are used for
subsidized housing. The local government owns the space, but it is being used for
a non-traditional service and therefore is excluded.
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Service Area – Drinking, Storm and Waste Water
In this category it is necessary to capture energy consumption data related to the
operation and maintenance of drinking, storm and waste water systems including, but not
limited to:
▪ Water intakes, wells, reservoirs and dams,
▪ Water treatment facilities,
▪ Water distribution systems,
▪ Wastewater collection systems,
▪ Wastewater treatment systems, and
▪ Stormwater collection and treatment systems.
Buildings and Other Structures
This service area will include buildings and other structures as well. The energy
consumption of all buildings and structures utilized for the operation and maintenance of
the drinking, storm and waste water systems must be captured. For example, record the
amount of energy used to provide heat and/or light for pump stations.
Vehicles, Equipment and Machinery
The vehicles, equipment and machinery included in this category include those used in
the operation and maintenance of the drinking, storm and waste water systems. This
would include vehicles used for site inspections, water metre readers, heavy machinery
for maintenance or repair, and watershed monitoring. Equipment used for the storage,
disinfection and treatment of drinking, storm and waste water treatment is included as are
emergency power generators.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q Is the collection of waste heat from sewer lines in scope?
A No.
Q Do I need to calculate the emissions which come from the wastewater?
A The emissions which come from the wastewater itself do not need to be captured
or calculated as part of a local government’s corporate footprint.
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Service Area – Solid Waste Collection, Transportation
and Diversion
In this category capture energy consumption data related to the collection, transportation
and diversion of solid waste. This includes composting but does not include recyclables
(please refer to GCC Communique from January 2018) and the operation of landfills and
disposal sites.
Buildings and Other Structures
The buildings associated with the collection, transportation and diversion of solid waste
include buildings used to house vehicles and staff as well as transfer stations and
buildings at yard and garden waste stations.
Vehicles, Equipment and Machinery
The vehicles included in this category include heavy machinery, dump trucks, garbage
and leaf collection vehicles, and other vehicles associated with the provision of these
services. Some of the equipment and machinery that may be included are compactors,
chippers, and crushers.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q How do I determine who is responsible for the emissions?
A The local government that is responsible for the service is responsible for the
emissions. The service bylaw should indicate the local government that is
responsible for providing the service. In some areas it is owned by the Regional
District and it is their responsibility: in other areas a Municipality may be
responsible for the garbage collection and transport to the transfer station but the
Regional District is responsible for the transfer station and the transportation of
the waste to the landfill.

Q How far is the transportation of solid waste tracked?
A The transportation of solid waste is tracked until the local government is no longer
responsible for the waste. In the example given above the Municipality is only
responsible for the waste until it is taken to a transfer station owned by a Regional
District. However, if the Municipality owned the transfer station then they would
be responsible for it until it left the transfer station.

Q How do we capture emission data if we do not offer garbage collection?
A Some local governments don’t collect solid waste and don’t contract solid waste
collection. Instead, private citizens either take their waste to a designated site or
contract a solid waste collector to provide this service. In either of these instances
the local government is not involved in the service delivery and therefore is not
responsible for capturing related emission data.
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Q Are emissions from the operation of the landfill in scope?
A No, only those emissions associated with the collection, transportation and
diversion are in scope. As a result, energy/fuel consumption associated with the
operation of a landfill or emissions which result from the landfill itself are not
included.

Q Since pick up of residential packaging and printed paper is out of scope for
reporting, how should situations where vehicles that handle multiple streams of
waste or where a building is used for more than one purpose (ie. as a transfer
station, storage facility or yard and garden waste station) be accounted for?
A If vehicles used to pick up recycling are also used for a purpose that is in scope
for reporting (ie. pick up of garbage or compost), or if buildings are also used as
transfer stations or storage facilities for garbage or garden waste, then the
attributable portion of in-scope emissions should be accounted for.
Local governments are advised to estimate the portion of in-scope emissions in a
conservative, defensible, consistent and transparent manner (for example, based
on weightings or ratios).

Q Our community’s garbage and recycling program extends beyond residential
services. How do we record our emissions in a situation where a vehicle or
building accepts recyclables from residential as well as industrial, commercial and
institutional (ICI) sectors?
A The BC Recycling Regulation shifted end-of-life management of residential
packaging and printed paper to the businesses that produce these
materials. Following from this, the GCC has removed collection, transportation
and diversion of residential packaging and printed paper from what is considered
in scope for reporting emissions under the GCC Carbon Neutral Framework.
ICI materials are currently not included in the residential Recycle BC
program. Consequently, they remain in-scope for reporting under the GCC
Carbon Neutral Framework.
If a vehicle picks up or a transfer station/building receives recyclables from the
ICI sector, local governments are required to continue to account for emissions
from recycling pick up or from transfer stations from that sector.
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Service Area – Roads and Traffic Operations
In this category capture energy consumption data related to the operation and
maintenance of roads and traffic operations. This service area includes operation of roads,
trails, street lights and signals, bike lanes, sidewalks and parking lots as well as
maintaining these facilities (including such things as routing repair, maintenance, and
snow removal etc.).
Buildings and Other Structures
The buildings associated with the operation and maintenance of roads and traffic
operations include buildings used to house vehicles and staff; as well as, traffic lights and
signals and structures related to traffic lights and signals and their controls.
Vehicles, Equipment and Machinery
The vehicles included in this category include snow removal vehicles, all terrain vehicles,
road sweepers, salting/sanding vehicles, vehicles used for line painting, patching and
other road maintenance activities. Equipment and machinery could include, but is not
limited to, lawn mowers, hedge trimmers, and weed eaters.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q How do I know if roadwork is maintenance or construction?
A Construction work is an infrequent, usually costly, activity that provides benefit
for several years and maintenance is an annual expense associated with
maintaining the asset. Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB) 3150 refers to
Tangible Capital Assets (TCAs) and the construction or betterment of these
TCAs are often capitalized over a longer period of time. Conversely,
maintenance is part of the annual expenses associated with the service or assets
and necessary to maintain the integrity of the service or asset. For example,
widening, lengthening or resurfacing a road may all be capitalized expenses. If
they are capitalized expenses, then those projects are construction. However,
filling potholes, painting new lines, and clearing debris off the roads are likely
reoccurring expenses which are not capitalized and therefore considered
maintenance. Only activities related to maintenance are counted for the purposes
of carbon neutral as construction is excluded.

Q What if we contract out our road maintenance?
A Any Traditional Services which are contracted out are still considered part of a
local government’s corporate emissions. The information which you need to
collect is that related to the fuel consumed in the provision of the service.
Therefore, you do not need to collect information on the energy use of the
contractor’s buildings only the fuel consumed by the vehicles.
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Service Area – Arts, Recreation, Parks and Cultural
Services
This category includes parks, swimming pools, recreations centres, arenas, art galleries,
museums, planetariums, cemeteries (grounds), libraries and theatres. Capture all the
energy consumption data related to the operation and maintenance of these services.
Buildings and Other Structures
The buildings associated with the arts, recreation and cultural services include buildings
such as swimming pools, recreations centres, arenas, art galleries, museums,
planetariums, libraries and theatres as well as any structures used to house equipment and
vehicles related to these services. For services shared with another jurisdiction, refer to
the example in the text box on page eight for guidance on how to distribute emissions.
Vehicles, Equipment and Machinery
This category includes vehicles such as zambonis, bucket trucks, fleet vehicles, lift trucks
and all terrain vehicles. The equipment and machinery includes lawn mowers, hedge
trimmers, park maintenance equipment, and equipment required to maintain pool
facilities or arenas.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q How do I know if work on a building is maintenance or construction?
A Please refer to the answer on maintenance and construction under “Roads and
Traffic Operation”.

Q Libraries are identified as being a traditional service but there are different types
libraries: integrated public libraries, municipal libraries, regional libraries. Are all
libraries to be included in the corporate footprint and how do we know if we are
responsible for the emissions?
A You will need to include the emissions related to the library if it is consolidated
into your financial statements. If it is not included in your financial statements,
then you do not need to include it.

Q Do I need to count how much coolant is used by our local government?
A A decision has been made to exclude air conditioning in vehicles from the
corporate basket; however, many local governments have arenas which require
the use of coolants. It should be noted that most coolants have very high global
warming potentials and therefore have a significant and negative impact on the
climate. If you have a system which is leaking coolant it would be best to repair it
and possibly switch to a more climate friendly coolant blend.

Q How do I get energy information if the building is owned by the Province?
20

A Buildings which are owned by the Province or a Public Sector Organization
(PSO)1 do not need to be reported by local governments. These buildings are
already being counted as per the legislation which mandated carbon neutrality in
these sectors for 2010.

1

PSOs are: Schools, Universities, Colleges, Hospitals and Crown Corporations.
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Service Area – Fire Protection
This category includes fire suppression, inspection, education, and outreach. Capture all
the energy consumption data related to the provision of fire protection services and
maintenance related to the services. If a voluntary fire department is operating a fire
protection service on behalf of the local government then emissions from that service
would also be included.
Buildings and Other Structures
The buildings associated with fire protection include fire halls and other buildings and
structures used to house equipment and vehicles related to fire protection services.
For services shared with another jurisdiction, refer to the example in the text box on page
eight for guidance on how to distribute emissions.
Vehicles, Equipment and Machinery
The vehicles included in this category include fire trucks, water trucks, inspection and
education vehicles and any other vehicles used in the provision of fire protection services.
The equipment and machinery include pumping for hydrants, water storage and auxiliary
power generation.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q Do local governments have to capture energy data from volunteer fire
departments?
A Yes, local governments need to get data on vehicle fuel consumption and building
energy consumption from all fire departments.

Q Do local governments need to get data on fuel use of firefighters’ personal
vehicles?
A Commuting to work is not included in the corporate emissions. Therefore, if a
firefighter drives to the fire hall for a shift or directly to a fire, the fuel
consumption is not included as it is considered “commuting”. However, if
firefighters use their personal vehicles for regular work-related travel such as
going to a school to run an educational session and expense that travel then those
emissions are to be included.

Q Are municipal fire halls and volunteer fire halls both included and is the same data
captured?
A Yes.
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